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1: Tyndale Life Application Study Bible Review â€¢ Bible Reviewer
The Life Application Study Bible is today's #1 selling Bible because it helps people see how the Scriptures are relevant
to today's issues. Now with the New Living Translation, the Life Application Study Bible makes God's Word even more
accessible to those who need www.enganchecubano.com who want to put into.

It has taken scripture and made it easy to understand while maintaining the highest level of integrity to the text
of the original language. It takes each verse and shows how we can practically apply it to our daily lives.
Dessie Lewis I love my Life application study bible because it was a time I didnt like read the bible KJV
because of a lack of understanding. But now I have to invest in a new NLT bible because my covers has fallen
off. Yahweh bless the Taylor family for keeping the vision alive and acting on it. The helpful study notes and
addition information is a great asset. I am computer savvy. I have been unable to download this app despite
multiple attempts. Please let me know if you can do that. I never used to bother much with reading the old
testament, but with this Bible the stories came to life - popping up from the pages - making them real, fresh
and relevant to life TODAY! Yes, I love the simple vocabulary. This Bible changed my walk with God! It
helps especially in the personal size smaller versions keep your eyes focused: Pastor Tom Vasiliow I must
confess that when the "Life Application" concept emerged in study Bibles and the LAB Bible was first
published, I initially resisted purchasing one, let alone recommending one to others. Going from "reading" to
"applying," I criticized, is not a healthy procedure, leaving out the critical thinking involved in first observing,
then interpreting, then, finally, APPLYING! But I misjudged this study Bible big time! I not only own it now,
but have recommended it and have given a slew of them away to many Christians wanting to dip their toe into
a great study Bible. The book introductions are top notch and I consult them regularly. Overall, an awesome
study Bible So much easier to understand than what I used to read! I recommend this Bible to everyone!
Sydahne Bradge This Bible is great. Breaks down each verse is all chapters and really allows readers to
understand the bible in modern times. Great for beginners and veterens. Terri I cannot imagine life without
this version of the bible. I am a student of the word and still struggled to make sense of other versions but this
makes the bible come alive. I give them to folks as gifts.
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2: Life Application Bible, Living Version-Burgundy Bonded Leather by Anonymous
Life Application Bible The Living Bible Burgundy Bonded Leather Bonded Leather - June 1, out of 5 stars 3 customer
reviews See all 2 formats and editions Hide other formats and editions.

The life application notes explain what the verse in question means and then challenges you to apply the
meaning to your life, much like a pastor would. The LASB contains so much more than just study notes. There
are introductions to each book of the bible, personality profiles, charts and maps, cross references and so much
more. This particular bible has the single column text which is unlike most other study bibles. I get the feel
that it is meant to be read in more of a story form the way it is laid out. I think I prefer the two column method
of studying the bible over the single column, but I believe it comes down to personal preference. The bonded
leather has proven to be very durable. I really like the ribbon that they attached to this bible. As a matter of
fact, I believe this to be my favorite ribbon of all my bibles. It is not brittle and wrinkled like most other
ribbons I encounter. I have had no issues with the thumb index tabs after about one years worth of use. They
still look as they did the day I received this bible. My only concern with the quality of this particular bible is
the binding. When the bible is in the closed position, it appears as though the binding is not butted right up
against the bonded leather backing. This leaves a gap down the bookend enough to see light shining through.
You typically only get light shining through the bookend when the book is in the open position or the book has
aged quite a bit. Its neither to big or small and the weight of it is what you would expect for a study bible. It is
good for both in home study and to take with you on the go. The notes just make you feel like your having a
one on one conversation with a heart felt, caring, and well educated pastor. This bible is excellent for
Christians in their early walk in the faith as well as seasoned believers who just need to be reminded of the
comforting meanings behind the scriptures. With all the extras that have been provided in this bible along with
the best study notes that I have ever read, I cannot praise this bible enough. I highly recommend this bible.
3: NLT2 Life Application Study Bible/Large Print-Burgundy Bonded Leather | eBay
NLT Life Application Bible Large Print Burgundy Bonded Leather. Find this and other Large-Print Study Bibles at
www.enganchecubano.com Discount pricing and Free Shipping on qualifying orders.

4: Tyndale | Life Application Study Bible NLT
The Life Application Study Bible is updated and expanded with over new Life Application notes, nearly note revisions, 16
new personality profiles, updated charts, and a Christian Worker's Resource.

5: Tyndale | Christian Books & Bibles
Life Application Bible: The Living Bible [Various Authors] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The Bible that begins where most study Bibles end! Life Application Notes apply more than 10, passages of
Scripture to daily life with wisdom and guidance.
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